**LETTER TO THE EDITOR**

**Epidemiology of indications**

Sir,—One of the main points of Walter Holland's response1 to Stephen Frankel's excellent editorial2 is that "a new generation of academics and practitioners neglects work undertaken by its predecessors". Among those he blames for this are those of us who were involved with the Department of Health's Project 26.

This project was established after the introduction of the NHS reforms and its purpose was to assist district health authorities in fulfilling their new role of commissioning rather than managing services. One of the many issues the project attempted to address was "needs assessment"3 4 and as part of this the project secretariat commissioned research reviews on specific health problems from a number of academic departments. The reviews by Dr Frankel and Dr Rhys Williams on hip and knee surgery and diabetes respectively have been published5 6 and the remainder should be available within the next few months.

The protocol for these reviews has been published4 and contains five references to the need for published reports as a source of information. No constraints were placed on how far back in time a literature search should go and it was up to each academic research team to determine this. A further point countering Professor Holland's contention that previous work was neglected is that a third of the references in an article on needs assessment by two of the public health physicians involved with the project related to work published between 1963 and 1979.8 Finally not all the members of the Project belonged to the new generation of practitioners—some of us were clearly old lags rather than young turks.

Defending the activities of Project 26 does not indicate my satisfaction with the dissemination and implementation of research findings. The reasons for the failure to follow through research work are complex but a recent Department of Health report has made major recommendations to overcome some of these.8

The important points in Frankel's editorial must not be lost in arguments about blame. The introduction of the NHS reforms is forcing health authorities to be explicit about the services they wish to buy for the residents of their district. This uncomfortable situation had been avoided in the past by leaving clinicians to undertake rationing. The challenge now to health authorities is to identify the mix of services within a fixed budget which will achieve the most "health gain" in terms of a reduction in premature mortality, distress, and disability. Epidemiologists, health economists, and public health physicians are going to have to work together to demonstrate their ability to make a significant contribution to these decisions, otherwise their future is somewhat bleak.
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**CORRECTION**

There is an uncorrected error in the paper by Carol Bower and Fiona J Stanley in the April issue (Periconceptional vitamin supplementation and neural tube defects; volume 46, pp 157-161). On page 160, column 2, line 1 of para 2 should read: “Assuming that the RDA for folate is 400 μg . . . .”